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SECTION I
Summary
The project is implemented in Central Kazakhstan in 2011 and includes three components:
scientific, educational and social.
Survey is implemented in two areas of Central Kazakhstan 46 thousand square kilometers totaly.
680 km of 5 types of power lines are investigated. 184 record cards are filled; 60 days are spent in the
field. 1113 remains of dead birds of more than 37 species are found. Most of them are birds of prey –
45% and corvidaes – 43,5%. Basic amount of victims of electrocution 92,7% were observed on power
lines with medium voltage 6-10kV. 46 birds were observed as victims of collision above high-voltage PL
100 kV and there are waterfowl, bustards and small passerines in this group.
Educational component - four graduate and two undergraduate students received skills and
knowledge during participation in the project. One team member submitted the thesis based on the
research of the project.
The social component of the project is aimed to raise public awareness about bird mortality issue
in Kazakhstan and mitigation practices over the world. This component appear also as conservation,
because results of the project appear as an evidence of scale of bird mortality caused electricity power
lines in Kazakhstan and demonstrate necessity for decision making.

Introduction
Avian mortality caused of electricity power lines is wide known issue. Electrocution of birds has
been reported to be an important mortality factor. This issue is particularly true for large birds such as
storks and raptors. Electrocution problems has been critical to the maintenance of other raptor species
such as the endangered Spanish Imperial Eagle (Aquila adalberti) or the Eurasian Eagle Owl (Bubo bubo)
in Europe, or the critically endangered Californian Condor (Gymnogyps californianus) in North and
Central America, Cape Vulture in Africa.
It is problematic to gauge the scale of impacts on birds of power transmission lines in a
global context research on this issue is limited in some geographical areas. Most of the research has
been carried out in North America, Scandinavia, southern Europe and South Africa. But there are still a
lot of countries around the world have widespread availability of electricity and don’t pay attention to
bird mortality associated with power lines.
Research which was implemented within the framework of the project is aimed to collect data and
gauge the scale of bird mortality associated with power transmission lines in Central Kazakhstan.
Central Kazakhstan is vast area of unique steppe ecosystem. There are few main bird flyways
named Black Sea/Mediterranean Flyway crosses this area. There are around 20 IBA’s in this area and
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thousands of waterfowl are located here in migration time. Steppes of Central Kazakhstan are included
in IUCN as least protected ecosystems.
There are threatened species of raptor birds nesting and occuring in the study area – Imperial
Eagle (Aquila heliacal), Saker Falcon (Falco cherrug) and Great Spotted Eagle (Aquila clanga). All these
threatened species are potential victims of electrocution. There is one more specific character is lack of
tree vegetation in steppes of Central Kazakhstan. In this case birds use poles of power lines for nesting,
roosting, hunting etc. in a greater degree and this is being to increase avian mortality risk. Only very few
small-scale studies have been implemented in Central Kazakhstan yet. In such manner Central
Kazakhstan is interesting area for investigation issue of bird casualties relating to transmission power
lines.

Figure 1. Schematic map of study area.
Key partners of the project:
Karaganda Ecological Museum (EcoMuseum) is the local regional environmental NGO. The role of
the EcoMuseum is technical support (car rent, a driver, equipment).
Association for the Conservation of Biodiversity of Kazakhstan (ACBK) is the national
environmental NGO. ACBK provided counseling assistance. All team members are students of ACBK’s
network of young conservationists and ACBK helped to organize them.
Karaganda State University, Kostanai State University and Kostanai Pedagogical State University
supported student’s work in the project.

Project members
Vera Voronova (24)
Relevant qualifications and experiences. I’ve submitted my master’s research project on ecology of
two species of Penduline Tits in 2011. In 2008 I assisted the work of the international project “Ecology
of Penduline Tit” in Kazakhstan. In 2008-2010 lead the birdwatcher club based on the local University
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and organized work of the project which was aimed to study and preserve local IBA with the help of
students. In 2009-2010 worked with local communities and developed routes in the framework of the
ecological tourism project.
Current occupation. Part-employment at the Karaganda Ecological Museum as a conservation biology
projects coordinator. From 2009 is member of the Board of ACBK.
Main role in the project. A team leader.
Kim Konstantin (24)
Relevant qualifications and experiences. Konstantin has submitted the research project on
development recommendation for fish farms management in 2011. In 2009-2010 took part in the IBA’s
student project. In 2010 took part in the field survey of saiga antelope as an assistant.
Current occupation. Full-employment in the «Project Service» company (environment consulting).
Main role in the project. Field work, mapping, design of information materials.
Pulicova Genrietta (25)
Relevant qualifications and experiences. Genrietta is in the process of submission the thesis on project
topic for bachelor degree. In 2009-2010 took part in the field survey of Darwin Initiative organized by
ACBK.
In 2010 took part in the IBA’s student project.
Current occupation. 4- year graduate student in the Karaganda State University.
Main role in the project. Field work, data analysis.
Aitbaev Timur (22)
Relevant qualifications and experiences. Studying ecology of some endemic species of plants.
Current occupation. 4- year graduate student in the Karaganda State University.
Main role in the project. Field work.
Andreeva Elena (24)
Relevant qualifications and experiences. Elena submitted the research project on biology of Redfooted Falcon. In 2008-2010 was a leader of birdwatcher club of her University. Also organized work of
the IBA’s student project.
Current occupation.1-year undergraduate student in Kostanai State University.
Main role in the project. Field work.
Bekker Valentina (19)
Relevant qualifications and experiences. Valentina doesn’t have qualifications and experiences yet. CLP
project is first experience of field survey for her.
Current occupation.1-year graduate student in Kostanai Pedagogical State University.
Main role in the project. Field work.
SECTION II
The main aim of the project is to estimate the impact of different types of power lines on birds in
Central Kazakhstan steppes for further providing an evidence to decision makers responsible for
conservation and energy transmission.

Objectives
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1. Increase the capacity and skills of young conservationists.
2. Investigate the impact of electric powerlines on populations of bird species in Central Kazakhstan
steppe.
3. Raise awareness about the impact of electric powerlines on populations of bird species.

Methodology
Increase the capacity
The training for team members includes two days of presentation and practical exercise about
following topics: gps-coordinator use, data collection, identification of birds by remains, identification
types of power lines. Reinforcement of learning was implementing during practice at a field work.
Field work methods
Two areas within territory of Central Kazakhstan were chosen as study area. First area is north part
of Karaganda region (20 thousand sq. km.) and second is Torgai Kostanai region (26 thousand sq. km.)
(see Figure 1)
Total length of observed power lines is 680 km. Each transect with length of 1 km was selected
randomly. A start, a finish and a corner of each transect were recorded on the gps-coordinator (see
figure).
The survey is implemented during two time periods on both areas: Karaganda region 7th to 11th May
2011 and 21st to 30th May 2011 and autumn period 6th to 16th Sept 2011. Field survey in Torgai area was
implementing from 20th June to 4th July 2011 and 20th August to 4th Sept 2011.
Monitoring was implementing by walking and a car with two-three people. Following data was
recorded during survey: type of pole’s construction, type of a pole (support or anchor), voltage,
biotope, species of a founded birds (or genus if species identification is impossible), level of
decomposition of a carcass, reason of death (electrocution, collision etc.), all alive birds which are using
power lines for roosting or nesting, prints of bird’s dropping. Bird’s carcasses were colored by aerosol
paint to avoid repeated record. Sings of electrocution are not always visible and usually difficult
recognized (NABU, 2003). In such cases a reason of death is recognized by localization of a founded bird
(under a pole or wires), size and biological characteristics.
Data analysis methods
Simple mathematic methods were used for data analysis. All collected data of dead birds from each
power line are extrapolated for 10 km. To comparison different types of power lines and their influence
on birds we did comparison of collected data of dead birds from each type of power lines. Time of a
bird’s death was detected by remains safety.
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Figure 2. The map with gps-coordinates points of transects.

Outputs and Results
Quantifiable outputs of ecological sciences activities:
 46 square kilometers of study area;
 680 kilometers of 5 different types of power lines surveyed (see Fig.3.);
 60 days are spent in the field;
 184 record cards were filled;
 Remains of 1113 dead birds of 37 species were detected (see Tab.1);
 1 threatened species is evaluated as impacted by power lines;
 1043 species of dead birds are detected as victims of electrocution, 46 species of dead birds
are detected as victims of collision, reason of dead of 24 species was not identified (Tab.1);
 45% of dead birds are birds of prey, 43,5% - corvidaes (see Fig.4 );
 92, 7% of victims of electrocution are observed on power lines medium voltage 6-10kV, 2%
of victims of collision is observed on power lines high voltage 110kV (see Tab.2);
 424 birds (38, 1%) were dead in time period of July-August. In this time period young birds
start to fly and they are vulnerable to electrocution (see Fig.5).
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Figure 3. Five types of observed power lines (H – support, A - anchor) with mentioned kilometrage.
There is most dangerous construction of PL in the red frame.
Table 1. Number of bird species impacted by power lines and reason of their death.

№

English name

Latin name

1
2
3
4
5
6

Grey Heron
Swan sp.
Gadwall
Teal
Shoveler
Imperial
Eagle
Steppe Eagle
Golden Eagle
Eagle sp.
Snake Eagle
Black Kite
Hen Herrier
Long-legged
Buzzard
Common
Buzzard
Buzzard sp.
Goshawk

Ardea cinerea
Cygnus sp.
Anas strepera
Anas crecca
Anas clypeata
Aquila heliaca

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Number of birds which were died of:
Reason is
Electrocution
Collision
unknown
2
1
1
1
1
4

Aquila nipalensis
Aquila chrysaetos
Aquila sp.
Circaetus gallicus
Milvus migrans
Circus cyaneus
Buteo rufinus

36
1
273

Buteo buteo

21

Buteo sp.
Accipiter gentilis

18
1

2
4
1
33
2
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Common
Kestrel
Lesser Kestrel
Kestrel sp.
Little Crake
Quail
Little Bustard
Curlew
Black-headed
Gull
Common Gull
Rock Dove
Oriental
Turtle Dove
Eagle Owl
Hoopoe
Skylark
Whitewinged lark
Lark sp.
Bluethroat
Wheatear
Lesser
whitethroat
Magpie
Jackdaw
Rook
Hooded Crow
Starling
Corvidae
Small
passerines
Species is not
identified

Falco tinnunculus

52

Falco naumanni
Falco sp.
Porzana parva
Coturnix coturnix
Tetrax tetrax
Numenius
phaeopus
Larus ridibundus

3
48

Larus canus
Columba livia
Streptopelia
orientalis
Bubo bubo
Upupa epops

1

1
1
5
1
1

4
2
1
2

1
1
2

Alauda arvensis
Melanocorypha
leucoptera

3
1
1

Luscinia svecica
Oenanthe
oenanthe
Sylvia curruca
Pica pica
Corvus monedula
Corvus frugilegus
Corvus cornix
Sturnus vulgaris

1

1
27
36
303
56

1
1

3
2

56

Total

11

1

66

3

12

1043

46

24

As you can see in the table victims of collision are waterfowl who has heavy body mass and
limited maneuverability and small birds in conditions of low visibility. Little Bustard (Tetrax tetrax) takes
first place as victim of collision with wires. This species is included in IUCN Red List as Near Threatened.
Collision with power lines is one of serious threats for population of this species.
ACCIPITRIDAE, FALCONIDAE and CORVIDAE families are most vulnerable to electrocution. Birds
of prey are amount to 45% of total number, corvidae – 43, 5% (see Fig.4)
Most of eagle species were not identified, because of bad conditions of remains. However
among raptor birds Steppe Eagle (Aquila nepalensis) was mainly.
At the start of the project we wanted to study four threatened species i.e. Imperial Eagle (Aquila
heliacal) and Great Spotted Eagle (Aquila clanga), Lesser Kestrel (Falco naumanni) and Saker Falcon
9

(Falco cherrug). However in 2011 F. naumanni was down-listed by IUCN from VU to LC category (IUCN
2011). We therefore focused our study on the other three threatened species. Unfortunately we didn’t
find any carcasses or remains of F. cherrug and which also occur in the study area. A. clanga was also
not detected among eagle’s remains. A.clanga doesn’t occur in study area it migrates through study
area and prefers lowland forests near wetlands for stopovers than poles of power lines. This fact
mitigates the risk of electrocution of this species. So, among all the listed threatened species we
evaluated A. heliacl as impacted species. Four dead birds of A. heliaca were detected during the field
survey (see Tab. 1).

Figure 4. The diagram demonstrates correlation of orders of casualty birds.
Table 2. Number of casualty birds detected on each type of power lines with mention reason of
dead.

100 km

70 km

13
0
2

0
0
0

6
558
3

15

0

567

6-10kV
(wood poles without
any cross-arm)

110 kV
( ferroconcrete poles with
metal cross-arm and
suspension insulators )
35kV
( ferroconcrete poles with
metal cross-arm and
suspension insulators)

60 km

6-10kV
( ferroconcrete poles with
metal cross-arm and pin
insulators )

6-10kV
( ferroconcrete poles with
metal cross-arm and pin
insulators )

130 km

35kV
( ferroconcrete poles with
metal cross-arm and pin
insulators )

35kV
( ferroconcrete poles with
metal cross-arm and
suspension insulators)

Collision
Electrocution
Reason is
unknown
Total number

Karaganda region

110 kV
( ferroconcrete poles with
metal cross-arm and
suspension insulators )

Torgai region

10 km

160 km

30 km

11
1
9

130
km
0
5
1

2
4
2

10
474
6

4
1
1

21

6

8

490

6

10

of dead birds
for each type of
PL
Species for
1 km

0,15

0

5,67

0,3

0,05

0,8

3,06

0,2

Medium voltage power lines 6-10kV on ferroconcrete poles with metal cross-arm and pin
insulators are most dangerous as an electrocution threat (Fig. 3-4). The total number of dead birds from
this type of PL is 1032 birds and its 92, 7% of all casualty birds. Medium-voltage power lines on wood
poles and without cross-arm were also investigated (Fig. 3-5). This type appears as bird-friendly
construction, only anchor poles constitute a threat. Ground short circuit could happen when it is raining
or bird’s dropping. And in this case type of pole doesn’t matter.

Figure 5. The diagram of season ranking.
Majority of raptor birds in Karaganda region dead in 2009-2010. Considering the fact that most
of remains had survived skulls means that these birds dead during autumn of 2010. Data analysis shows
that bird mortality during spring period is considerably larger then in autumn. Majority of raptor birds in
Torgai region dead in the period of July-August of 2011 year. In this time period young birds fly away
from nests and more threatened by electrocution.

Quantifiable outputs of social science activities:
 1 team training for participants of the project;
 4 graduate and 2 under graduate students from two regions have received skills of field
work, data collection and knowledge about impact of power lines on birds during the
project work;
 2000 information booklets are published (see Appendix 8 )
 2 articles in two local newspapers are published (see Appendix 6-7)
 1 article in the materials of the regional ornithological conferences «Actual ornithological
problem in Kazakhstan» related to centenary of ornithologist M.N. Korelov. (see
Appendix 3)
 1 article in the international bulletin “Raptor Conservation (see Appendix 4)
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 1 article in the materials of the conference organized by LLC “Eco-NIOKOR” and Russian
Union for Bird Preservation in November of 2011 about bird casualties issue and national
and international mitigation practice (see Appendix 5).
 1 presentation was presented on the regional ornithological conferences «Actual
ornithological problem in Kazakhstan» related to centenary of ornithologist M.N. Korelov
in November of 2011.
 1 web-site of main partner has page with information about the project
www.ecomuseum.kz and one more page will create on the web-site of ACBK.
Achievements and Impacts
First objective «Increase the capacity and skills of young conservationists» is implemented
successfully. The team workshop for introduction to the project topic and methods of field survey is
implemented. During participation all team members have received following skills and knowledge: use
of gps-coordinators, data collection skills, identification of birds (alive and dead), knowledge about
biological behavior of birds, influence of power lines on birds, methods of data analysis. Two members
took part in data analysis process. One team member is writing the thesis on topic of the project.
Evaluation of data collected by team members demonstrates educational methodology efficiency.
Second objective “Investigate the impact of electric powerlines on populations of bird species in
Central Kazakhstan steppe” include field survey and data analysis. Field survey is finished in September
of 2011 and data analysis is finished in January of 2012. In the frame of the field work we planned to
investigate 75 sections of PL each 10 km (total 750 km) – we’ve done with 68 sections of power lines
(680 km). 5 types of power line were observed. Whole field survey reaches total 60 days. We’ve spent
fewer days in the field then we planned, but it doesn’t impair results. It happens because before
starting of work we didn’t realize real scale of work and timetable was oversized. During field work we
collected 184 records cards.
One thousand one hundred thirteen (1113) dead birds or remains were registered during field
season from different power lines. Most threatened families to electrocution are ACCIPITRIDAE,
FALCONIDAE and CORVIDAE.
Activity 2 of Objective 2 implicates to estimate the scale of impact of power lines on populations
of bird species, with focus on threatened species. At the start of the project we wanted to study four
threatened species i.e. Imperial Eagle (Aquila heliacal) and Great Spotted Eagle (Aquila clanga), Lesser
Kestrel (Falco naumanni) and Saker Falcon (Falco cherrug). However in 2011 F. naumanni was downlisted by IUCN from VU to LC category (IUCN 2011). We therefore focused our study on the other three
threatened species. Unfortunately we didn’t find any carcasses or remains of F. cherrug and which also
occur in the study area. A. clanga was also not detected among eagle’s remains. A.clanga doesn’t occur
in study area it migrates through study area and prefers lowland forests near wetlands for stopovers
than poles of power lines. This fact mitigates the risk of electrocution of this species. So, among all the
listed threatened species we evaluated A. heliacl as impacted species. In this activity we estimated the
scale of bird casualties in Central Kazakhstan and received information population of which species are
impacted by electrocution and collision. To investigate impact of power lines on population of birds in
long –term needs to implement estimation population of local and migratory birds in the area, survey of
bird casualties during few years, identification of age and sex of dead birds.
Activity 3 has done to the full. During the field work we indicated 5 types of power lines: 2 types of
6-10kV voltage, 2 types of 35kV voltage and 1 type of 110kV voltage. Each type of power line has 2
types of poles: support and anchor poles. Most dangerous type of power line is medium voltage 6-10
kV with grounded poles and installed on pin insulators (Fig. 3). Destructive parameter is distance
between the pole’s crossarm and its wires or other energized parts. In such instances birds when
landing or taking off can complete an electric circuit between live and ground wire which literally
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executes them. This type of power lines is really popular in countries of former Soviet Union and using
extensively. The difference in impact of different power lines which was identified in the activity 3 is
useful for development a recommendation of mitigation activities.
Objective 3 “Raise awareness about the impact of electric powerlines on populations of bird
species” has successful achievements . Publishing in local newspapers is informing local community
about issue present. Information buklets are available in the exhibition hall of EcoMuseum for visitors,
especialy for school children and students. Dessimination of buklets and hard copy of the report around
stakeholders is still in a process. Participation at the regional ornithological conferences «Actual
ornithological problem in Kazakhstan» related to centenary of ornithologist M.N. Korelov gave
opportunity to present preliminary result of the research and took opinion from specialists. One article
was published on Russian and English in the international bulletin “Raptor Conservation”.
Summarize results have to say that they contribute to project objectives and main aim of the
project. The report with results of the research is main evidence of scale of bird casualties in
Kazakhstan and it will help to contribute to decision makers.

SECTION III

Conclusion
Survey implemented in a frame work of the project is most widespread survey of bird mortality
associated with power lines in Kazakhstan. In comparison with previously researches in Kazakhstan
which were focusing on one most dangerous type of power lines this survey was aimed to investigate
several and most popular types of power lines. This approach had allowed expanding the list of species
impacted by power lines and show differences in influences of different construction on birds. Survey
exhibits that not all power lines are serious hazard to birds. Most dangerous power lines are mediumvoltage 6-10 kV on ferroconcrete poles with metal cross-arm and pin insulators. These types of power
lines constitute a threat for birds of prey and other birds of medium size like corvidaes and pigeons.
There is a risk of collision but because the cables are usually arranged at the same height, the risk is less
than for high-voltage lines (Haas et al., 2005). These power lines are wide spread and dominate over
other medium-voltage power lines which have a bird-friendly design. High-voltage polyphase power
lines are threat for waterfowl if they are located near with water. Risk of collision is present on all type
of power lines, but higher in high-voltage. There is a further point that numbers of birds are dead due to
collision are less than numbers of birds are dead due to electrocution.
Widespread survey of bird mortality on power lines in Central Kazakhstan is important part of global
data base about this question. The report with result of the research will be main evidence in appeal to
government Ministries which are responsible for environment and transmission system.

Problems encountered and lessons learnt
Field survey was planned very carefully and result of this is indicative collected data. This was
realized of consulting with specialist. Before start any type of survey always try to find people who
already did it (they are usually present) and you will get best practical devices.
I would note following difficulties with which we came across. We didn’t have enough time to get
modern map of electricity network of study area, because this information is secret and keeping only in
private electricity companies and it could takes very long time to achieve it. We’ve found old
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topographic maps which still have necessary information. Because of age of these maps some of power
lines are exist in present time and that why we have done only 68 transects of power lines and missed 7
transects.
Second difficult that during a field survey we were collecting dead birds and almost we had
found remains. The team of the project has not enough skills for identification bird’s remains. During
field survey we collected necessary bird’s remains (bones, feathers, skulls, claws) for further ID. ID work
takes a longer time then we planned for data analysis. From this point we’ve learned the lesson that
during project planning we have to get more consult with specialists not only about study design, but
also about timetable for each activity. Also very important thing that timetable has to be planed
according as team experience, because necessary time for data analysis will be different for specialist
and for student.
There is not achieved activitiy in the objective 3 about raising public awareness. Round table with
all stakeholders is not organized. The mistake was that stakeholders analysis was not planned carefully
during project planing. In the original project plan round table must be organized in Karaganda city in
the hall of Ecomuseum. Ecomuseum as a partner of the project offer this room for free and was ready
to help with organize this event. For this reason finances was not planned for this activity in the project
budget. After stakeholder analysis was completed round table in Karaganda city appeared as useless
and impossible, cause all main stakeholders are located in Astana city, in the capital and this place is
right place for this event. We didn’t find financies to organize this event in Astana and will planing it in
the future projects.
Most significant lesson which has been learnt through the course of the project is necessary of
carefully project planning before you start. All components of the project must be planned equal:
scientific, educational, social, even a project has scientific main goal.
In the future
Resolution adopted by the Conference of the Parties of Convention of Migratory Species (Bergen
20-25 November 2012) which is welcoming the “Budapest Declaration on bird protection and power
lines”, as adopted on 13 April 2011 by the Conference on “Power lines and bird mortality in Europe”
which calls for an international programme consisting of groups of national experts on bird safety and
power lines, wider dissemination of knowledge, and improved planning of power lines in relation
to bird distribution data. According to these resolutions in the future we plan to develop a national
programme on prevention bird casualties by power lines, organize a group of specialists which will be
working for realization of the programme, development and lobbing legal document with standards of
bird-safety power lines, create a map of priority sites with power lines.
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SECTION IV
Appendix 1. Photos of the project activities

Figure 1. Studying level of decomposition
of carcasses during the training.

Figure 2. The team – the end of the course.

Figure 3. Observation of remains of
Grey Heron Ardea cinerea

Figure 4.Painting the carcass of Common Buzzard
Buteo Buteo to avoid repeated detection

Figure 5. Examination of dead Steppe Eagle Aquila
nipalensis

Figure 6. Examination of two dead Steppe Eagles
Aquila nipalensis
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Appendix 2. Photos of victims of collision and electrocution

Figure 1. Gadwall Anas strepera is victim of
collision

Figure 2. Grey Heron Ardea cinerea is victim of
collision

Figure 3. Eagle Owl Bubo Bubo is victim of
electrocution

Figure 4. Burned tarsus of Lesser Kestrel Falco
naumanni which is dead of electrocution

Figure 5. Black Kite Milvus migrans is victim of
electrocution

Figure 6. Goshawk Accipiter gentilis is victim of
electrocution
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Appendix 3. Copy of the article in the materials of regional ornithological conferences «Actual
ornithological problem in Kazakhstan» related to centenary of ornithologist M.N. Korelov (Russian
version) –see attached file to the project.
Appendix 4. PDF copy of the article in the international bulletin “Raptor Conservation”- see attached
file to the project.
Appendix 5. PDF copy of the of article in the materials of the conference organized by LLC “EcoNIOKOR” and Russian Union for Bird Preservation in November of 2011 about bird casualties issue
and national and international mitigation practice- see attached file to the project.
Appendix 6. The copy of the article about project activities in the local newspaper “Novyi Vestnik”
(Russian version) and the link
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Appendix 7. The copy of the article about project activities in the local newspaper “Vzglyad na
sobytiya” (Russian version) and the link
http://www.sobytiya.kz/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1418:bezopasnyj-dlja-ptickazahstan&catid=1:articles&Itemid=5
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Appendix 8. Layout of the information booklet.
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Address list and web links
The Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals (CMS) works for the
conservation of a wide array of endangered migratory animals worldwide through the negotiation and
implementation of agreements and action plans.
www.cms.int
The Agreement on the Conservation of African-Eurasian Migratory Waterbirds (AEWA) is an
intergovernmental treaty developed under the auspices of CMS dedicated to the conservation of
migratory waterbirds which use the African-Eurasian Flyways.
www.unep-aewa.org
Nature and Biodiversity Conservation Union
www.nabu.de
APLIC (Avian Power Line Interaction Committee)
http://www.dodpif.org
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Materials of International Conference “Power lines and bird mortality in Europe”, 2011, Budapest
http://www.mme.hu/component/content/article/20-termeszetvedelemfajvedelem/1387-budapestconference-13-04-2011.html

Distribution list
Short version of the report with main results will be available on web-sites of main partners
www.acbk.kz , www.ecomuseum.kz
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